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Abstract

In this paper, we construct from any given good (3,1 )-dimensional manifold pair finitely many al-
most identical imitations of it whose exteriors are mutative hyperbolic 3-manifolds. The equivari-
ant versions with the mutative reduction property on the isometry group are also established. As
a corollary, we have finitely many hyperbolic 3-manifolds with the same volume and the same
isometry group.

1991 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 57 N 10, 57 R 90.

0. Introduction

By a manifold pair, we mean a pair (M, L) such that M is a compact connected
oriented 3-manifold with or without boundary and L is 0 or a proper (possibly
disconnected) 1-submanifold. By the exterior E(L,M) of a manifold pair
(M, L), we mean the 3-manifold cl(M — N(L)) for a tubular neighbourhood
N(L) of L in M. (Throughout this paper, we understand that N{L) = 0 if
L = 0.) A manifold pair (M, L) is identified with the 3-manifold M if L = 0
or called a (3,l)-manifold pair if L ^ 0. A manifold pair (M, L) is said
to be good if any 2-sphere component of dM intersects L in three or more
points. We consider the concept of mutation on a manifold pair, associated with
a symmetry of a closed separating surface of genus 2, due to Ruberman [4].
For our purpose, it is convenient to call a finite sequence of such mutations a
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[2] Manifold pairs 101

mutation. To state this definition precisely, let F be a closed connected oriented
surface. An involution p on F is called a symmetry of F if the orbit space F/p
is homeomorphic to S2. A manifold pair (A/', L') is an e-mutation of a manifold
pair (A/, L) if there is a closed separating surface F of genus 2 in int E{L, Af)
such that (Af', L') is a manifold pair obtained from (Af, L) by cutting it along F
and re-gluing by a symmetry p of F and the orientation of Af' is inherited from
M by the cut and re-gluing operation. In this case (Af, L) is also an e-mutation
of (A/', L') and we can say without ambiguity that the manifold pairs (A/, L),
(AT, L') are e-mutative.

DEFINITION. TWO manifold pairs (Af, L), (A/', L') are mutative if there is a
finite sequence of manifold pairs (M("\ L(n)), « = 0, 1 , . . . , s, with (Af, L) =
(M(0\ L(0))and(M', L') = (M{S\ L(s)) such that (M("\ Lw)and(M( n + 1 ) , L("+l))
are e-mutative for all n.

The mutative relation gives an equivalence relation among manifold pairs
which we call the mutation. The mutation on (3,l)-manifold pairs generalizes
a certain kind of Conway mutation on links, containing any Conway mutation
on knots. (See Lemma 2.1.) When a distinction from the Conway mutation
is emphasized, this mutation will be called a manifold mutation. Noting that
a hyperbolic 3-manifold is unchanged under e-mutation associated with any
symmetry of a closed compressible surface of genus 2, (see Lemma 2.2), we
see from a result of Ruberman [4] that if (Af, L) and (Af, L') are mutative
manifold pairs and E(L, M) is hyperbolic, then E(L', Af') is also hyperbolic
and we have the same hyperbolic volume Vol E(L, Af) = Vol E(L', NT). The
purpose of this paper is to construct from any given good (3,l)-manifold pair
(Af, L) finitely many mutative, non-diffeomorphic (3,l)-manifoldpairs (Af, L*)
with the hyperbolic covering property which are almost identical imitations of
(Af, L). This also enables us to construct from any given good 3-manifold M,
finitely many mutative, non-diffeomorphic, hyperbolic 3-manifolds Af» which
are normal imitations of Af. These results are given in Theorems 2.4 and 2.5
of Section 2 together with stronger conditions on the hyperbolic volume and
the covering isometry group. Equivariant versions of these results are not far
from these results by advantages of the topological imitation theory (specially
based on the main result of [3]) and we establish an equivariant version together
with a mutative reduction property on the isometry group in Theorem 3.2 of
Section 3. In Section 1, a slightly stronger version of the main result of [3]
is established. Throughout this paper, terminologies of [3] will be used unless
otherwise stated. In particular, a 3-manifold will be said to be hyperbolic, if the
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3-manifold obtained from it by removing all of the torus boundary components
has a complete hyperbolic structure with the non-torus boundary components
totally geodesic.

1. A basic result in the topological imitation theory

For a manifold pair (M, L) and some sphere components S,, / = 1,2, . . . , s,
ofdM, we call the operation of adding the cones over (5,, 5,nL), / = 1,2,...,
s, to (Af, L) a spherical completion of (Af, L). For convenience, we allow the
unoperated case s = 0 as a spherical completion. By a spherical completion,
we can obtain from any manifold pair (Af, L) a unique good manifold pair,
which we denote by (Af, L)A. By a normal covering of a good manifold
pair (Af, L), we mean a finite regular covering p : (M, L) —>• (Af, L) with
branch set a component union of L (possibly 0), denoted by FL, such that M
is connected. We denote by G{M —>• Af) the covering transformation group
of the covering p\M —>• Af. For a normal covering p : (M, L) -> (M, L)
of a good manifold pair (Af, L), let Lo be a component union (possibly 0)
of L such that Lo D L — FL. The good manifold pair (A?, L0)A obtained
uniquely from the manifold pair (M, Lo) with Lo = p~x Lo is simply denoted by
(M, L) and called a branch-missing good manifold pair of the normal covering
p : (M, L) -+ (M, L). The action of G(M -> M) on (M, Lo) naturally
extends to an action on (M, L).

DEFINITION. A good manifold pair (Af, L) has the hyperbolic coveringprop-
ertyifE(L, M) is hyperbolic for all branch-missing good manifold pairs (Af, L)
of any normal covering p : (M, L) —> (Af, L).

When L ^ 0 , this definition coincides with the definition given in [3]. We
see that Af (that is, (Af, 0)) has the hyperbolic covering property if and only
if Af is a hyperbolic 3-manifold. Let / = [-1,1]. For a manifold pair (Af, L),
a smooth involution a on (Af, L) x / is called a reflection in (Af, L) x / if
a((Af, L) x 1) = (Af, L) x (—1) and Fix(a, (Af, L) x / ) is a manifold pair.

DEFINITION. ([3]) Let a be a reflection in (Af, L) x / .

(1) a is standard if a(;c, t) = (x, -t) for all (x, t) e Af x / ,
(2) a is normal if a(x, t) = (x, -t) for all (x, t) e 3(Af x /) U N(L) x / ,

where N(L) denotes a tubular neighbourhood of L in Af,
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[4] Manifold pairs 103

(3) a is isotopically standard if / " ' a / is standard for a diffeomorphism / of
Af x / isotopic to the identity by an isotopy relative to 3(Af x / ) UN(L) x I,

(4) a is isotopically almost standard if L ^ 0 and a|(Af, L — a) x / is
isotopically standard for each component a of L.

An embedding <f> from a manifold pair (Af,, L,) to (Af, L) x / is called a
reflector of a reflection a in (Af, L) x I if 4>(Mt, L,) = Fix(a, (Af, L) x / ) .
The composite <7 = p\<j> : (Af,, L,) —> (Af, L) of a reflector <f> of a reflection
a in (Af, L) x I and the projection pi : (Af, L) x I —> (Af, L) is called an
imitation. (Af,, L,) is also called an imitation of (Af, L) with imitation map q.
In particular, if the reflection a is normal or isotopically almost standard, then q
is called a normal imitation or an almost identical imitation, respectively. When
q : (Af,, L,) —>• (Af, L) is an almost identical imitation, we can write (Af,, L,)
as (Af, L,). Let q : (Af,, L,) —>• (Af, L) be a normal imitation . For any normal
covering p : (A?, L) ->• (A/, L), we have the following commutative diagram:

(Af,, L,) - % (Af, L)

P* I Pi
(A/,, L,) - % (Af, L)

where p , : (Af,, L,) —• (Af,, L,) is a normal covering, called the lift of p by q
and <jf : (Af,, L,) —>• (Af, L) is a normal imitation called the lift ofq by p.

DEFINITION. A normal imitation q : (Af,, L,) —> (Af, L) of a good manifold
pair (Af, L) with E(Lt, Af,) hyperbolic is r/gw/ if

Isom £(L, , Af,) = G(M - • Af)

for the lift p , : (Af,, L,) -> (Af,, L,) of any normal covering p : (A7, L) ->
(Af,L)by9.

DEFINITION. A normal imitation^ : (Af,, L,) ->• (Af, L) of a good manifold
pair (Af, L) such that (Af,, L,) has the hyperbolic covering property is J-rigid
for a positive integer / if we have the following (1) - (3):

(1) q is rigid,
(2) Isom £(L, , Af,) = G(Af - • Af)

for any branch-missing good manifold pair (Af,, L,) of the lift
p , : (Af,, L,) —>• (Af,, L,) of any normal covering p : (Af, L) -*• (Af, L)
of degree < J by q,
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(3) Every normal covering p% : (Mt, Lt) —> (M*, L») of degree < / is the
lift of a normal covering p : (M, L) —>• (M, L) by q.

In this definition, note that when L = 0, (2) is implied by (1). By a good
family, we mean an infinite family 3 of good manifold pairs (Mm, Lm) with m
ranging over an infinite subset /z of Z. Such a good family 3 is also called
a 3-family if Lm = 0 for all m, or a (3,l)^/n//y if Lm =£ 0 for all m. For
a positive number C, such a good family S is said to be C-hyperbolic, if the
exterior E{Lm, Mm) of each member (Mm, Lm) e 3 is a hyperbolic 3-manifold
with

C < Vol E(Lm, Mm) < sup Vol£(Lm, Mm) < +oo.

The following theorem is a slightly stronger version of the main theorem of

[3]-

THEOREM 1.1. For any good (3,\)-manifold pair (M, L) and any positive
integer J and any positive number C, there is a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family 3
whose member (M, Lm), m e /z, has the hyperbolic covering property and a
J-rigid almost identical imitation map qm : (M, Lm) ->• (M, L).

For this proof, we use a notion of co-identical imitation. Let (X, Lx) be a
manifold pair and F be a proper surface in X meeting Lx transversely such that
F splits (X, Lx) into a good manifold pair (M, L) and a manifold pair (i4, LA),
where LX,L or LA may be 0.

DEFINITION. A normal imitation q : (M,, L») -»• (M, L) is (A, L^-co-
identical if the reflection a x in (X, Lx) x / defined by the normal reflection a in
(M, L) x / used for 9 and the standard reflection in (A, LA) x / is isotopically
standard.

LEMMA 1.2. Z,e/ (M, L) be a good (3,l)-manifoldpair. Assume that there
is an incompressible, non-d-parallel loop in (dM) D E(L, M) which bounds a
disk D in E(LA, A). Then for any positive number C, there is a C-hyperbolic
(3, lyfamily !3 whose member {M, Lm) has the hyperbolic covering property and
a rigid (A, L/^-co-identical almost identical imitation map qm : (M, Lm) —>•
(M, L).

PROOF. Take a bi-collar D x / of D in E(LA, A) and regard it as a 2-handle
attaching to M. Let a = p x I for a point p € int D and M+ — M U D x / .
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[6] Manifold pairs 105

Then (M+, L U a)A is a good (3,l)-manifold pair and we obtain from [3, Main
Theorem] a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family 3 + whose member (M+, Lm U a)A, m €
/z, has the hyperbolic covering property and a rigid almost identical imitation
<7+ : (M+, Lm U a)A -> (M+, L U a)A. Identifying E{a, M+) with M, the
rigid almost identical imitation map q+ defines a rigid (A, LA)-co-identical
almost identical imitation map qm : (M, Lm) -*• (M, L) such that (M, Lm) has
the hyperbolic covering property. Hence 3 = {(M, Lm)\m e /z} is a desired
C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 1.3. Let (M, L) be a good (3,l)-manifoldpair and O(s) = \Js
i=l °>

be an s-component trivial link in E(L, M) and J be a positive integer. Let
q : (M,Lt) —> (M,L) be an almost identical imitation obtained from an
almost identical imitation q° : (M, L# U O(s)) -> (M, L U 0(5)) Ay the
(l/mj)-Dehn surgery along O, such that ntj = 0 (mod J!) for all i. Then every
normal covering (Mt, L*) —>• (M, L*) of degree < J is the lift of a normal
covering (M, L) -> (M, L) by q.

PROOF. Every normal covering /?* : (M*, Lt) —>• (M, L*) of degree < 7
induces a normal unbranched covering p£ : E(L# U O(s), M) -* E(L# U
0(5), M) by restriction, which lifts each meridian of O(s) in E(L# U O(s), M)
trivially by our assumption on the Dehn surgery coefficients. Hence this covering
Pg extends to a normal unbranched covering pE : E{L#, M) —*• E{L#, M)
which defines a normal covering p : (M, L#) -> (M, L#). Since (M, L# U
0(5)) is an almost identical imitation of (M, L U 0(s)), we see that each
component of 0(s) is null-homotopic in E(L#, M), so that the normal covering
pE : E(L#, M) -> E(L#,M) lifts 0(5) trivially. Since the covering p :
(M, L#) ->• (M, L#) is the lift of a normal covering (M, L) -> (M, L) by
the imitation map q°, it follows that every normal covering p* : (M», L*) -»•
(M, L») of degree < / is the lift of a normal covering (M, L) —>• (M, L) by
the imitation map q. This completes the proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. By [3, Lemma 5.1] and Lemma 1.3, we may con-
sider that (M, L) has the hyperbolic covering property and Vol E(L, M) > C.
Let (B, t) be a trivial basic tangle for (M, L) with complement (M', L'). Let O
be a trivial knot in B - t and (B(0\ tm), ?(0) = O n B(0), a piece tangle of O in
(B, t U O) (see Figure 1). Let B' = B - intfi(0) and (t U O)' = B ' n ( / U O).
By Lemma 1.2, we have a (B', (f U O)')-co-identical almost identical imitation
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FIGURE 1

( ,<o)) _> (fi(0)> r(o>) such that (fl(°>, °̂>) has the hyperbolic covering prop-
erty and no periodic map. Replacing (fi<°\ f<0)) by (B(0>, f<°>) and (B1, (r U O)')
by its almost identical imitation (B', (/UO)',) with hyperbolic covering property,
we obtain an almost identical imitation (B, t# U 0 ) -* (B, r U 0) . Next, repla-
cing (Af', L') by its (B, t U O)-co-identical almost identical imitation (Af', L^)
with hyperbolic covering property, and (B, t U O) by (£, f# U 0 ) , we obtain
an almost identical imitation q : (Af, L# U 0 ) -> (Af, L U 0 ) . By Myers'
gluing lemma, E(L#L)O,M) is hyperbolic. Let qm : (M, Lm) -+ (Af, L) be
the almost identical imitation obtained from q : (M, L# U 0 ) -> (Af, L U 0 )
by taking the l//n-Dehn surgery along 0 . By an argument of [3, Proof of Main
Theorem], we have an integer m0 > 0 such that:

(0) (M,Lm) has the hyperbolic covering property for all m > m0 and So =
{(Af, Lm)\m > m0) forms a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family,

(1) qm : (Af, Lm) -+ (Af, L) is rigid for all m > m0,
(2) Isom E(Lm, Mm) = G(M -> Af) for any branch-missing good manifold

pair (Afm, Lm) of the lift (Afm, Lm) - • (Af, LM) of any normal covering
(Af, L) ->• (Af, L) of degree < / by the imitation map qm.
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Let It — [m e Z\m > m0, m = 0 (mod 7!)}. Then by Lemma 1.3 the
subfamily 3 = {(M, Lm)\m e /z} of 3 0 is a desired family. This completes the
proof.

2. Mutative manifold pairs

We first observe a relation between the manifold mutation and the Conway
mutation. A (3,l)-manifold pair (M', L') is called a Conway mutation of a (3,1)-
manifold pair (M, L) (or (M, L) and (AT, L') are said to be Conway mutative)
if there are a separating 4-pointed sphere S for (M, L), called a Conway sphere,
and a symmetry p of 5 with p(5 fl L) = 5 n L and Fix(p, 5) D L = 0, called a
symmetry of the Conway sphere S, such that (AT, L') is obtained from (M, L)
by cutting along 5 and re-gluing by p. For example, if L is the split union of
two copies of a non-trivial knot K in S3 and L' is the split union of the knot sum
K#K and a trivial knot O in S3, then ( S \ L) and (S3, L') are Conway mutative,
but not manifold mutative (cf. Lemma 2.2). However, we have the following:

LEMMA 2.1. Two (3,\)-manifoldpairs (M, L) and (Af, L') are mutative if
they are Conway mutative by a symmetry p of a Conway sphere Sfor {M, L)
such that p, p(p) belong to the same component of L for each point p e 5 n L.

PROOF. Let 5 n L = {/?, p(p), p', p(p')}. Let t and £.' be the components
of L containing p, p(p) and p', p(p'), respectively. When I ^ £', we have
a closed separating surface F of genus 2 in E(L, M) obtained from S by the
1-handle surgeries along any two arcs a c I and a' C I' with da = p U p(p)
and da' = p' U p (/?'). Since the symmetry p on 5 induces a symmetry of F, we
see that (M, L) and (M\ L') are mutative. Assume that t — £'. Let a, a' C I
be arcs with da = p U p(/?) and 3a' = p ' U p(p'). If a D a' = 0, then we see
from the same reason that (M, L) and (Af, L') are mutative. If a D a', then we
have also a closed separating surface F of genus 2 (with a symmetry induced
from p) by the 1-handle surgeries on S along first a' and then a. Hence (M, L)
and (M', L') are mutative. It is similar for a C fl'. Assume that a contains
only one point of p', p(p'). Then note that p is the composite of symmetries
p', p" of 5 such that p'(p) = p' and p'(p(p)) = p(p') and p"(p) = p(p') and
p"(p{p)) — p'. Applying the above argument to p' and p", we see that (M, L)
and (M', L') are mutative. This completes the proof.

The following lemma is suggested by Ruberman [4, Lemma 5.3].
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LEMMA 2.2. Let two manifold pairs (M, L) and (AT, L') be e-mutative by a
symmetry of a closed separating surface F of genus 2. IfE(L, M) issimpleandF
is compressible in E(L, M), then we have a diffeomorphism (M, L) = (AT, L')
sending M to M' orientation-preservingly.

PROOF. Let £ be a compressible simple loop in F. Since F is of genus 2,
we see that t is isotopic to a p-invariant simple loop t* with Fix(p, £») = 0
or 5° according to whether i is null-homologous in F or not. In fact, we have
an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism f of F such that /(€) is p-invariant
with Fix(p, /(£)) = 0 or S° according to whether I is null-homologous in
F or not. By [1, p. 188] , / is isotopic to a p-equivariant diffeomorphism
/*. Then it — (/»)"' f{l) is p-invariant and isotopic to I, as desired. Thus,
(AT, L') is obtained from (Af, L) by cutting along one or two disjoint tori and
re-gluing by symmetries induced from p. Since E(L, M) is simple, any torus
is compressible or 3-parallel in E(L, Af). For a compressible torus T with
a symmetry p', we see (from an argument similar to the above argument on
F) that a compressible simple loop I' in T is isotopic to a p'-invariant simple
loop i't with Fix(p', I'J = 5°. This implies that if (M", L") is obtained from
(M, L) by cutting along a compressible torus in E(L, M) and re-gluing by a
symmetry, then (M", L") is obtained from (M, L) by cutting along a sphere and
re-gluing by a symmetry, so that (AT, L") = (M, L). If (M", L") is obtained
from (M, L) by cutting along a 3-parallel torus in E(L, M) and re-gluing by a
symmetry, we have {M", L") = (M, L) directly. This completes the proof.

The following corollary is direct from Lemma 2.2 and the main result of
Ruberman [4].

COROLLARY 2.3. If two (3,\)-manifold pairs (M, L) and (AT, L') are mutat-
ive and E{L, M) is hyperbolic, then E(L', M') is hyperbolic and we have
Vo\E(L,M) =Vo\E{L',M').

For two normal imitations q : (M», L*) ->• (M, L) and q : (M't, Z/J ->•
(Af, L) of a good manifold pair (M, L) and a positive integer / , we make the
following two definitions:

DEFINITION. q,q' are properly mutative if{Mt, L*)and(M^, Z^)aremutative
and E(L*, M») and E(L't, M'J are non-diffeomorphic for the lifts (M«, L*) ->•
(Af*, L*) and (M^, L'J -»• (A/ ,̂ L^) of any normal covering p : (A?, L) ->
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DEFINITION, q, q' are J-properly mutative \fq, q' are properly mutative and
E(Lt, A/*) and E(L't, M't) are non-diffeomorphic for any branch-missing good
manifold pairs (Af,, L*) and (A/;, I',) of the lifts (A/., I . ) -> (A/,, L,) and
(Af̂ , L^) ->• (M't, L'J of any normal covering p : (M, L) -> (Af, L) of degree
< / by q, q'.

We shall obtain the following mutative version of Theorem 1.1:

THEOREM 2.4. For any good (3,\)-manifold pair (Af, L) and any positive
integers J, N and any positive number C, there are C-hyperbolic (3,l)-families
(̂n) n _ \ 2, ..., 2N, with the same index set /z whose member {M, L^') €

3(n), m e Iz, has the hyperbolic covering property and a J-rigid almost identical
imitation map q^ : (A/, L^') ->• (M, L) such that q^ and q^ are J-properly
mutative for all n, n' with n ^ n' and all m e Iz-

B 0 ) n B(2)n B(N)n
O (_) O

0

B

FIGURE 2

PROOF. The proof will be analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1 except
that we consider Af trivial 2-string tangles instead of one such tangle as the
starting point. By [3, Lemma 5.1] and Lemma 1.3, we may consider that
(M,L) has the hyperbolic covering property and Vol E(L,M) > C. Let
(B, t) be a trivial basic tangle for (Af, L) with complement (Af', L'). Let
O be an oriented trivial knot in B - t and (Blk\t(k)), t(k) = O n B(k\
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k = 1,2,... ,N, be piece tangles of 0 in (B, t U 0 ) , illustrated in Figure 2. Let
B' = B - U^intfiW and (f U 0 ) ' = B' n (r U 0 ) . By Lemma 1.2, we have a
(fl', (7 U 0)')-co-identical almost identical imitation (Bik\ t<k)) -+ (B(k\ tw)
such that (B(k), f <*>) has the hyperbolic covering property and no periodic map.
We assume that VolE(t?\ B(k)), k = 1,2,..., N, are mutually different. Repla-
cing (B(k\ r w ) by (B«\ /<*>), k = 1,2, . . . , N, and (B1, (/ U 0)') by its almost
identical imitation {B1', {t U O)'t) with hyperbolic covering property, we obtain
an almost identical imitation (£, f#U 0 ) -*• (B, t U 0 ) . Next, replacing (M', L')
by its (B, rU0)-co-identical almost identical imitation (M', L'J with hyperbolic
covering property, and (B,fU0)by(/M#U0),we obtain an almost identical im-
itation <JT : (M, L#U0) -»• (M, LU0) . By Myers' gluing lemma, E(L#UO, M)
is hyperbolic. Let <7m : (M, Lm) -> (M, L) be the almost identical imitation
map obtained from the imitation map (M, L# U 0 ) ->• (M, L U 0) by taking
the 1/w-Dehn surgery along 0 . The argument of [3, Proof of Main The-
orem] and Lemma 1.3 show that there is an integer m0 > 0 such that the
family 3 = {(M, Lm)\m e Iz} with /z = {m\m > m0, m = 0 (mod /!)}
forms a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family whose member (M, Lm) has the hyper-
bolic covering property and whose member's almost identical imitation map
qm : (M, Lm) ->• (M, L) is /-rigid, as it is observed in the proof of The-
orem 1.1. Let pk be a symmetry of the Conway sphere dBik) for (M, L). Using
p*, )fc = 1,2,... ,A ,̂ we obtain from (M, L#U0) Conway mutative (3,l)-manifold
pairs (M, L# U 0( n )) ,« = 1, 2 , . . . , 2N admitting almost identical imitation
maps (M, L# U 0(n)) ->• (M, L U 0 ) . Since m0 is taken sufficiently large, we
may consider that the family 3( n ) = {(M, L^')|m e /z}, obtained by starting
from (M, L# U 0(n)) instead of (M, L# U 0 ) is a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family
whose member (M, L^') has the hyperbolic covering property and a /-rigid
almost identical imitation q^ : (M, L^n)) -> (M, L). Let £ « = £(Z,w, M)
and E# - E(L#, M). Let 0£° c ^ n ) be the core of the solid torus used
for the 1/m-Dehn surgery along 0 W . Let (M%\ L^) and (M#, L#) be any
branch-missing good manifold pairs of the lifts (M£°, L£>) -> (M^1*, L^») and
(M#, L#) ->• (M#, L#) of any normal covering /; : (M, Z) ->• (M, L) of degree
< / by ^ n ) and <y#. Since m0 is taken sufficiently large, we can assume that
Ej? = E(L%\ A/W) and E# = E(L#, M#) do not have the same volume if
E# is hyperbolic, and that the (trivial) lift 0£° of 0£° to £<£> consists of the
shortest geodesies for all m € /z and all w. We show that E^ and E%;) are
not diffeomorphic for any n, ri with n ^ ri and any m € /z- Suppose there is
a diffeomorphism / : E^ = E%'\ which is isotopic to an isometry / ' . Then
/ ' (0W) = 0%'K Note that /'preserves the meridian-longitude systems of 6^
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and 0%"* (up to orders and signs). If / ' is orientation-reversing with respect to
the orientations £<J° and E%"> induced from the orientation of M, then / ' sends
the slope — \/m around 0^° to the slope 1/m around 6^ and hence E# must
be diffeomorphic to £l"2L> a contradiction. Thus, / ' is orientation-preserving
and slope-preserving. Then we have an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism
/ " : (£#, Ow) = (E#, 0("'>) for the lifts 0<">, O<-'> of OM, O(n) to E#. Let
(B(k\ /<*>) be the trivial lift of (Bw, /<*>) to E#. By [2], / " is isotopic to a
diffeomorphism / , with MBwJik)) = (fi(*>,/<*>), k = 1,2, . . . , N. Taking
N so that N > 1, we see that /* preserves the orientations of 0{n) and 0< n )

inherited from the orientation of O D B'. For n ^ ri, there is a symmetry pk

used only for either construction of O(n) or O(n<). Then /„ induces an orient-
ation preserving self-diffeomorphism g of (B(k\ tlk)) inducing a non-identity
map on Hi(B(k) — tlk); Z). By Mostow rigidity on the complete hyperbolic
3-manifold B(k) — tik) with totally geodesic boundary d(B(k) — t(k)), g is isotopic
to a periodic map, which must be non-trivial, a contradiction. Thus, £*,"' and
E^ are non-diffeomorphic for any n, n' with n ^ n' and any /n e /z- When we
consider E%} = E(L(^\ M^n)) and E# = ^(Ls, M#) for any normal covering
p : (M, L) -^ (M, L) instead of E^ and £#, we can show that q™ and q^
(n ^ ri, m e /z) are properly mutative for a similar reason, for the (trivial) lift
Om) o f °(m t 0 ^in ) s t m consists of the shortest geodesies. Hence q^ and q%">
{n ^ ri, m e /z) are /-properly mutative. This completes the proof.

The following is essentially a corollary to Theorem 2.4:

THEOREM 2.5. For any good 3-manifold and any positive integers J, N and
any positive number C, there are C-hyperbolic 3-families S(n), n = 1, 2 , . . . , 2N,
with the same index set /z whose member M^ € 3( n ) has a J-rigid normal
imitation map q^ : M^n) —> M SMCA ?/*af ^ n ) a« J <jr̂ " * are properly mutative
for all n and ri with n ^ ri and all m € /z-

PROOF. Let O be a trivial knot in intM. By Theorem 2.4, we have (3,1)-
manifold pairs (M, O^), n = 1, 2, . . . , 2N, which have the hyperbolic cover-
ing property with Vol£(O^n), M) > C and /-rigid, properly mutative, almost
identical imitation maps q(n) : (M, 0<n)) ->• (M, O). By the l//n-Dehn surgery
along O*n) and O, we obtain from q(n) a normal imitation map q^ : M^1' -*• M.
By [3, Proof of Theorem 6.1] and Lemma 1.3, there is an integer /Wo > 0
such that if we take /z = {m e Z\m > mQ,m = 0 (mod / ! )} , then
3(n) = {M^lm 6 /z} is a C-hyperbolic 3-family whose member's normal
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imitation map q™ : M%} -*• M is /-rigid. Let O™ C M%} be the core of
the solid torus used for the l//n-Dehn surgery along O^K Since m0 is taken
sufficiently large, we can assume that O™ is the shortest geodesic in Af£° for all
n and all m e Iz- Let M^ -+ Af£° be the lift of any good covering A? ->• M by
q%\ Note that the lift 0™ of O™ to M^n) consists of the shortest geodesies for
all n and all m e Iz- Let 0<B) be the lift of O™ to M. Suppose that there is a dif-
feomorphism / : M^n) = M^"* for some w, n' with n 7̂  «', which is homotopic
to an isometry / ' . Then f'0^) = O^ and we have a diffeomorphism

<"\ M) = E(O%\ M£>) = E(O%\ M^) ^ E(Oin\ M).

This contradicts that q(n) and qin) are properly imitative. Since M^ and M%'}

are imitative, we showed that q^ and q%'} are properly imitative for all n, ri
with n ^ ri and all m e Iz- This completes the proof.

3. Mutative manifold pairs with group action

In this section, we shall obtain an equivariant version of a combined res-
ult of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. A good G-manifold pair is a good manifold
pair (M, L) on which a finite group G acts faithfully so that the G-orbit pair
(M, L U F(G, M))/G is a spherical completion of a good manifold pair, where
F{G, M) denotes the union of the fixed point set Fix(g, M) for all non-trivial
elements g e G. A good G-manifold pair (M*, L») is a G-normal imitation
or a G-almost identical imitation of a good G-manifold pair (M, L) with G-
imitation map q : (M*, L J ->• (Af, L) if q is a G-map and the G-orbit map
(M», F(G, Af,) U U)IG '-• (M, F(G, M) U L)/G defined by q is a spherical
completion of a normal imitation map or an almost identical imitation map to a
good manifold pair, respectively. A G-normal imitation or a G-almost identical
imitation is a normal imitation. First, we shall show the following:

LEMMA3.1. For any good G-manifold pair (M,L) with L- F(G,M) ^ 0
and any positive integer N and any positive number C, there are C-hyperbolic
(3,l)-families 3(n) , n = 1, 2, . . . , 2N, with the same index set Iz whose mem-
ber (Af, L^) e S(n) has a G-almost identical imitation map q™ : (Af, L^) - •
(M, L)withlsomE(L%\ M) = Gsuchthat{M, L%>) and (M, L^) are mutat-
ive and have non-diffeomorphic exteriors for all n,ri with n ^riandallm e Iz-
Further, we have the following mutative reduction property:
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For any proper subgroup H of G, there are C-hyperbolic (3,l)-families
3$,, n = 1, 2 2N, with the index set Iz such that (M, L™m) € 3 $ ,
has an H-normal imitation map a^H) : (M, L^H)) —>• (M, L) with
Isom E(L(£H),M) = H and any two of(M,L%H)), (M,L(^H)) and
(M, L^>) are mutative and have non-diffeomorphic exteriors for all n,
n' with n ^ ri and all m 6 /z-

PROOF. We use the notations in the proof of Theorem 2.4 by considering
the present good G-manifold pair (M, L) as a branch-missing good manifold
pair (M, L) of a normal covering (M, L) -> (M, L) of a good manifold pair
(M, L) with G(M -^ M) = G and taking J - \G\. By Theorem 2.4, we
have C-hyperbolic (3,l)-families &n\ H = 1, 2, . . . , 2", with the same index
set /z whose member (M, L^}) e S<n) has a G-almost identical imitation map
q™ : (M, L^n)) -^ (M, L) with Isom£(L^n>,M) = G such that (M, L^n))
and (M, Lj£') are mutative and have non-diffeomorphic exteriors for all n,
n' with n ^ ri and all m e /z, where we note that M^n) = M# = M by
the assumption that L — F(G, M) ^ 0. We show that these families have
the mutative reduction property. For this purpose, we consider the trivial
lift (B(1), f<'>) of (Bm, t™) to (M, L# U 6W). For a component (B°\ ^ ! ) ) 0

of (fi(1), f*1') and the left cosets Hh0, Hhu..., Hhs (h0 = 1) of H in G,
the sets of tangles (fl(I\ i™),- = Hh,(Bw,t™)0 = {hhi((Bil\t^h\h e / / } ,
/ = 0, 1 , . . . , s, form a mutually disjoint //-invariant division of (B(l), f,*1'). Let
(M, L# U d(

(^) be the (3,l)-manifold pair obtained from (M, L# U O(n)) by the
Conway mutation along each of the Conway spheres in (B(1), ^")o using the
symmetry p,. We have a C-hyperbolic (3,l)-family 5{^ = {(M, L^\H))\m e
/z} by using (M, L# U 0^) instead of (M, L# U Ow), whose member has an
//-normal imitation q^H) : (M, L(^H)) -> {M, L). Since /n0 is taken suffi-
ciently large, we can assume that E^H) = E(L(n(H), M) and E# do not have
the same volume if E# is hyperbolic and the core O^H) C E^H) of the solid
tori used for the 1/w-Dehn surgery of E# along df^ is invariant under any
isometry of E(^H). Let / / ' = Isom E^(H). Note that there is an action of H
on E = E0™H), E%H)) induced by the action of H on (E™H), 0%H)). By
Mostow rigidity, / / ' is isotopic (in E) to the subgroup of Isom E consisting of
elements preserving the meridian system of O(^H) (up to orders and signs). By
[3, Lemma 5.3, Proof of Main Theorem] and the proof of Theorem 2.4, / / ' acts
on (Bm, i^l))0- H translates the components of the sublink of O(^H) meeting
(B(1), t^o transitively and hence by Mostow rigidity applied to the action H
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on E, there is a monomorphism 4> : / / - » • / / ' so that $( / / ) translates the tangles
of (B(l), ?<% transitively. If \H\ < \H'\, then (fi(l), t<l)) must have a non-
trivial periodic map, a contradiction. Hence / / = // ' . Any two of(Af, L^\H)),
(M, L(^H)) and (M, Lj^) are mutative and can be seen from the proof of The-
orem 2.4 to have non-diffeomorphic exteriors for all n, ri with n ^ ri and all
m e It. This completes the proof.

The following theorem is a main result of this section.

THEOREM 3.2. For any good G-manifoldpair (M, L) and any positive integer
N and any positive number C, there are C-hyperbolic good families 3<n), n =
1,2, . . . , 2N, with the same index set lz whose member {M^\ L<£}) e S(n)

has a G-normal (or almost G-identical if L U F(G, M) ^ 0) imitation map
q%> : ( M « , L^) -+ (M, L) wif*Isom£(L£\ M™) = G such that (M™, L^>)
and(M%'\ L^) are mutative and have non-diffeomorphic exteriors for all n, n'
with n ^ ri and all m e Iz- Further, we have the following mutative reduction
property:

For any proper subgroup H of G, there are C-hyperbolic (3,l)-families
3$ ) f it = 1,2,..., 2N, with the index set lz such that (M%lH), L%H)) e 3 $ ,
has an H-normal imitation map q^H) : (M^H), L{^H)) —*• (M,L)

with IsomE(LiV <"(//>) = H and °W ^° of W%H), L%H)),
(^il"(H)' ^m(H)) and (Mm^ ^m) are mutative and have non-diffeomorphic
exteriors for all n, ri with n ^ ri and all m G /z-

PROOF. When L- F{G,M) # 0, the result is direct from Lemma 3.1. We
assume that L C F(G, M). Let O be a G-invariant trivial link in intM such
that the G-orbit O/G is a trivial knot in the G-orbit space of M - F(G, M). By
Lemma 3.1, we have mutually mutative good G-manifold pairs (M, L U O(n)),
n = 1,2,.. . , 2N, with G-almost identical imitation maps q(n) : (M, L U O(n)) - •
(M, L U O ) such that the exteriors E(n) = E{L U OM, M) are mutually non-
diffeomorphic hyperbolic 3-manifolds with Vol EM > C and Isom Ew = G
and we have the following mutative reduction property: For any proper subgroup
H of G, there are mutative good //-manifold pairs (M, L U 0$)) with //-
normal imitation maps q^} : (M, L U 0 ^ ) -> (M, L U O), n = 1, 2, ...,
2N, such that (M, L U 0$ } ) and (M, L U 0 ^ ) are mutative for any n and the
exteriors E™ = E(LL) O^, M) are mutually non-diffeomorphic hyperbolic
3-manifolds with Isom £(% = H for all n. Let ^ : (M^ , L^) - • (M, L) be
a G-normal ( or G-almost identical if F(G, M) ^ 0) imitation map, obtained
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from <7(n) by the 1/m-Dehn surgery along each component of Ow and O. Let
O^ C M£° be the core of the solid tori used for the 1/m-Dehn surgery along
O(n\ Then the families 3(n ) = {(M£°, L™)\m e Iz}, n = 1, 2 , . . . , 2 \ for an
index set Iz (C Z), are C-hyperbolic good families whose member's exteriors
E^ = {M%\ L^) for all n and each m e Iz are mutually non-diffeomorphic
hyperbolic 3-manifolds with Isomij^0 = G, (cf. proof of Theorem 2.5). Let
9m"//) ' (^m"//)' ^m(//)) "* ^ ' ^) b e a n #-normal imitation map obtained from
<?(«) by the 1/m-Dehn surgery along 0 ^ , O. By replacing Iz with an infinite
subset, also denoted by / z , we see that 3 $ , = {{M(^H), L^\H))\m e / z } , n = \,
2,..., 2N, are C-hyperbolic good families whose member's exteriors E^(H) —

^(^m"//)' ^m(//)) f°r a ^ n an(^ e a c ^ m e ' z a r e m u t u aHy non-diffeomorphic
hyperbolic 3-manifolds with I somE^j = / / , (cf. proof of Theorem 2.5).

Since any two of (M%H), L«W)), {M%H), L^m) and {M™, L™) are mutative,
the proof is completed.

The following is direct from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 2.3:

COROLLARY 3.3. For any good G-manifold pair (M, L) and any (possibly
identical) subgroups G(n), n = \,2,...,N,ofG and any positive number C,
we have Gw-normal imitations (Mw, L(n)) -+ (M, L), (with M(n) = M if
L - F(G, M) # 0), n = 1, 2 N, whose exteriors E(LM, MM) for all n
are mutually non-diffeomorphic hyperbolic 3-manifolds with the same volume
> C and with Isom £(L(n), M(n)) = G(n).
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